
Spiralfast is fast and easy because it requires no tools
• Here at Spiralfast we strive to make wire joining as fast 

and easy as possible with the longest standing results, 
our wire joiners require nothing other than your bare 
hands to do the work.

Spiralfast is strong, reliable and durable
• Our Spirals are guaranteed the be long lasting, reliable 

and durable. They actually reduce corrosion of  the wire 
and increase conductivity. Our Spirals are so strong they 
can hold up 700kg of  weight!

Australian made and manufactured
• All of  our products are 100% made and manufactured 
       within Australia!

The cheapest Australian MadeWire Joiner 

• At Spiralfast our wire joiners are the cheapest around on 
the market that are 100% made in Australia to date. They 
not only save you time, but they also save you money!

Our Spirals have a 10 year guarantee

• Our Spirals are so long lasting we have a 10 year guaran-

tee on every spiral, with an estimated life time of  20 years.

There are multiple uses for Spiralfast Wire joiners
• Trellis
• Electric Fencing Tape
• Electric Rope
• Netting
• Dripper Lines
• Orchards 
• Nurserys

Sustainable
• Our Spirals are sustainable because they are not a single 

use product, you can keep reusing and reusing them!



In 1996 the Glasson family founded and In 1996 the Glasson family founded and 
invented Spiralfast.invented Spiralfast.

The Australian family for more than 20 The Australian family for more than 20 
years have continued to manufacture years have continued to manufacture 
these fast, strong and durable wire join-these fast, strong and durable wire join-
ers and continue to improve upon them to ers and continue to improve upon them to 
create the ultimate product to join fence create the ultimate product to join fence 
and trellis wire. and trellis wire. 

Manufactured locally on the Central Manufactured locally on the Central 
Coast, NSW. Spiralfast has now devel-Coast, NSW. Spiralfast has now devel-
oped over a number of years to have oped over a number of years to have 
multiple uses and functions and not only multiple uses and functions and not only 
be cost effective, safe but also completely be cost effective, safe but also completely 
sustainable. sustainable. 

Our vision is to supply the agricultural Our vision is to supply the agricultural 
and horticultural community with quality and horticultural community with quality 
service, Australian made products that service, Australian made products that 
are long lasting which provide a quick and are long lasting which provide a quick and 
easy solution to joining or fixing wire, all easy solution to joining or fixing wire, all 
around the globe. around the globe. 

ABOUT US



Trigg Industries

Trigg Industries has been 
using Spiralfast wire join-
ers for years due to their 
strength and durability.

They don't break or 
damage wire like the 

mechanical joiners and 
are essential to making 

a quality wire join for our 
vineyard trellis and fenc-

es.”

G2 Netting

"We use Spiralfasts as 
a trellis wire post tie off. 
They are fast to install, 
robust and very strong.

We have been using this 
product for years and will 
continue to do so as they 

are the best on the market 
and always last the lifetime 

of  the structures we use 
them on.”

H.V.V Management

“Having fitted 1000’s of   
them I am convinced that 

this is indeed the
 best method to join and 
tighten vineyard trellis 

wires.”

TESTIMONIALS


